ARCADE GAMES

We have a large inventory of the latest and greatest arcade and electronic games. From high tech Wii kiosks and Star Wars Encounter to Pump It Up – our revolutionary dance craze, we have something for every electronic game enthusiast, no matter what your event needs.

Our electronic games go beyond the standard with high-tech amusement simulators from sports to fantasy and even roller coasters with games such as the Mad Wave Motion Simulator.

If you are hosting a theme event or party, we can help enhance experience. Beach theme parties will love the Wave Runner and Aqua Jet Ski. A room of sports fans will be entertained for hours with NBA Jam, NFL Blitz, Golden Tee, Daytona 500 and more. Some of our electronics are completely out of the box: Airline Pilots, Thunder Buck Hunter, Remote Control Boat Racing, Silver Strike Bowling, Alpine Ski Racer and even Downhill Bikes.

If you have a party of technology-savvy guests, we also offer the latest in personal video games with our Wii, Playstation 3 and XBox kiosks.

Spotlight Game: Mad Wave Motion Simulator.

The Mad Wave Motion Simulator is an amazing sensory experience. Up to two guests sit in the seats and choose their activity: take a mad dash in a high speed race car, experience a trip into fantasy or many more. One of the most advanced games available in the industry, the simulator offers moving seats, rumbling and vibrations. It is the ride of a lifetime! Click here for more information and to see a picture.

Is there something specific you are looking for, that is not listed on our site? Chances are that we can find it for you. Give us a call 1-888-806-7308
Electronic Attractions

**Airline Pilots**
Take the wheel of a 747 and see if you can navigate the skies.

**Alpine Ski Racer**
The slopes await! Climb aboard, grab the ski poles and see if you can navigate the snow.

**Alpine Surfer**
Take a ride on the board and surf the slopes.
Aqua Jet Ski Simulator
All the fun without the water. This jet ski simulator will make you feel like you are riding the waves.

Arctic Thunder
Move like you’re on a real snow mobile.

Buck Hunter
Sharp graphics and precision shooting.

Cyber Cycles
Ride side by side on this realistic motorcycle simulator.
Daytona II
All the action, sounds and sights of real racing.

Daytona USA
More racing action, different courses, all the competition and fun.

Dome Hockey
Two players battle in this classic hockey game.

Downhill Bikes
Pedal fast and catch the wind as you cruise downhill in this realistic simulator.
Extreme Virtual Reality
Sports simulators like you’ve never seen before. Insert your guests into the animation with state of the art technology. You have to see it to believe it!

Final Furlong
A horse race simulator where you control the speed of the race.

Golden Tee
Simulated arcade golf with realistic graphics and movement.

Heads Up World Poker
A fully automated poker table where two players compete heads-up in Texas Hold’em Tournaments! In Full HD!
Hydro Thunder
Boat racing with realistic sounds and graphics.

Laser Shooting Gallery
The latest in virtual reality gaming. You have to see these graphics to believe it.

Mad Wave – Motion Simulator
The Mad Wave movie theater system with moving, rumbling seats!

NASCAR Arcade Simulator
Brand new – Our company’s exclusive! This awesome new NASCAR Arcade Simulator is available now. Choose your favorite car & driver AND race/track!
**NBA Jam**
Play just like the pros without breaking a sweat.

**Need for Speed Underground Simulator**
Brand new in 2007 – just hit the market! Choose your car, your design and get ready to hit the streets.

**NFL Blitz**
Choose your favorite team, pick a position and see if you can score a touchdown.

**Off-Road Thunder**
Tougher than a normal race car, these off road racers will bounce and rumble through the roughest terrain.
**Pinball Machines**
These classic games are still a hit with all ages. Colorful graphics, bright lights, whimsical music and fun themes.

**Pump-It-Up**
A hot, hip revolutionary dance craze. Young and old alike will be moving to the beat of music. Great for dance parties, holiday parties and more.

**Remote Control Boat Racing**
Boat racing perfect for any event where you need a little water fun.

**Remote Control Football**
Miniature players, all the skill needed to play football like the pros.
Rolling Extreme
Street luging: just like the Olympic sport but taken to the streets! Fast paced, exciting simulator that will make you feel like you are weaving through traffic.

Rush The Rock
An exciting racing game featuring the streets of San Francisco and the famous attraction, Alcatraz.

Silverstrike Bowling
No need for a bowling ball or bowling shoes. Step up to this realistic simulator and see if you can roll a strike.

Slap Shot Hockey
Take aim and try to score a goal.
**Star Wars Encounter**
Featuring the characters, sights and sounds of the blockbuster movie, Star Wars Encounter will transport your guests to a galaxy far, far away.

**Stock Car Challenge II**
Model cars race around this miniature track to test your driving skills. See if you can beat the other three players to the finish.

**Strike Fighter**
Ever wanted to be a Top Gun? This simulator will put you in the cockpit as you soar through the skies with realistic sounds and sharp graphics.

**Ultimate Rock Band Set Up**
Rock Band – Full Light, Stage, and Sound Set up.
XBOX Pod Area
We have the latest in video game systems, ready to bring to your event, complete with flat screen monitors, all controls and a selection of games.